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What Is Stamped Concrete?

Stamped concrete is a very smart and innovative concrete innovation

that is extensively used for patios, car porches, driveways, pool

decks, interior flooring, and walkways.

The idea of using stamped concrete to decorate concrete floors not

only provides solidity to the flooring but also gives them a nice

aesthetic. Stamped concrete is also called imprinted concrete or

textured concrete.

Courtesy: The Architects Gallery

When compared to other traditional building materials such as

stone, slate, or brick, stamped concrete is less expensive. It is a kind

of stamped tile that is stacked next to each other.
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After completion of construction, these types of concrete will

resemble slates or flagstones, brick, tile, or, with the right skill, wood.

These are the best options for beautifying residential building pool

decks, courtyards, and entrances. For outdoor paving, stamped

concrete has been shown to be the best option.

Stamped concrete driveway

simivalleyconcretemasonry.com

 

How To Prepare Stamped Concrete

The process of making stamped concrete is slightly different from

other procedures. The steps involved in the installation procedure of

stamped concrete are explained below:

1. Addition Of Base Colors

The base color is the primary color utilized in the creation of

stamped concrete flooring. The base color is chosen to complement

the natural color of the building. It must be in harmony with any

other stones that have been set in the vicinity of the building.
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The basic color of the concrete is determined by the addition of a

color hardener. For the base color, the color hardener is a powdered-

like substance. The addition of a color hardener to concrete can be

accomplished in two ways.

2. Integral Color Procedure

The entire volume of the concrete used in stamped concrete

construction is dyed with the base color in this procedure. The

concrete mixer is completely filled with the proper color hardened.

This allows the base color to be colored across the entire concrete in

the mixer. The concrete is thoroughly mixed, resulting in consistent

color distribution.
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3. Cast On The Color Procedure

Here, the surface of the prepared concrete is dyed with a base color.

The color hardener is applied to the concrete’s surface. When the

concrete is wet, this treatment is carried out.

The electricity is then allowed to float on top of it. Concrete coloring

can be accomplished in a variety of methods. Color hardener, acid

stains, and integrated liquid or powder are some of the ways to color.

The above-mentioned integral procedure of coloring concrete has the

advantage of allowing the entire concrete mix to be colored

(complete volume). The usage of color-hardened concrete has no

effect on the concrete layer’s surface strength.

4. Addition Of Accent Color

The accent color is a secondary color that is used in stamped

concrete to create texture and other decorative elements. The accent

color is created by applying color release to the concrete. The

objective of the color release employed in stamped concrete is

twofold:

To color the concrete, use a color release.

Color release prevents the concrete stamps from clinging to the

concrete after the pattern has been applied.

5. Stamping Patterns

The form of the stamp placed over the imprinted concrete creates the

patterns. The shape of these patterns is similar to that of natural

building materials. Imprinting over the concrete is done with the use

of a concrete stamp after it has been poured and leveled.

Polyurethane is used to make the most recent and modern concrete

stamps. Previously, these were constructed of metals. The old

concrete stamps don’t have the ability to create texture that is more

realistic and similar to other building materials.
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Concrete stamping is the process of creating patterns on stamped

concrete with the use of concrete stamps. Only after the color release

has been applied to the concrete.

The design is left over the concrete by pressing the concrete stamps

into the wet concrete layer and then removing them. Most

applications call for stamped concrete to resemble brick, natural

stone, flagstone, and other materials.

How To Install Stamped Concrete?
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The methods of installation are very faster and more convenient. The

use of the right tools, expertise, and proper job conditions makes the

outcome to be more successful.

The installation procedures have to be conducted before the concrete

starts to harden. Some precautions to be followed during the

installation procedures are mentioned below:

1. Before installation of stamped concrete, the subgrade must be

prepared well to avoid problems of settlements.

Source: Odell Complete Concrete

2. It is necessary to undertake thorough inspections to verify that the

concrete pavements are properly linked so that cracking possibilities

are avoided.

3. The water-cement ratio should be maintained properly.

4. No restrictions should be there on the reinforcement used on the

concrete layer as the use of reinforcement helps in reducing the

possibilities of cracking and results in the augment of strength.
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Installation Process

Courtesy: Keystone Concrete Foundation

Advantages

1. Compared to natural stone, pavers, or brick, stamped concrete is

more affordable.

2. It enhances the outdoor spaces and adds to our home value.

3. It offers nearly limitless patterns and color choices.

4. When it is treated with non-skid additives, it becomes slip-

resistant.

5. Stamped concrete is durable and long-lasting.

6. In sealed condition, it is easy to maintain.

Disadvantages

1. Stamped concrete is not DIY-friendly.

2. It can develop minor cracks.

3. This concrete needs periodic cleaning and resealing.

4. It can be damaged by freezing and thawing cycles

5. Repairing this concrete is difficult.

Application
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Stamped concrete is extensively used in

Patios,

Car porches,

Driveways,

Pool decks,

Interior flooring,

Walkways.

Comparison Of Stamped Concrete With Other Building Materials

Stamped concrete excels in many categories as compared to other

similar options of building materials.

1. No other building materials offer numerous patterns, color

choices, and complete customization. It is only possible with

stamped concrete.

2. Other building material surfaces such as precast pavers or natural

stone need frequent maintenance to prevent weeds from growing

between joints. But with minimum maintenance, stamped concrete

can last for decades.

3. The installation process of stamped concrete is faster as compared

to that of other building materials.

4. Stamped concrete costs considerably less than installing natural

stone surfaces.
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